Call for international students: admission to the 4th year of the Galilean School of Higher Education, University of Padova, Italy

A.Y. 2022/2023

LIST OF QUALIFIED CANDIDATES
(in alphabetical order)

- BULAT Nikola (Serbia)
- SOHANI Yasamin (Iran)
- SULEIMAN Zoia (Russia)
- TONOIAN Susanna (Russia)

Qualified candidates will be contacted by e-mail and must confirm that they are willing to enroll at the Galilean School and on a 2nd cycle degree at the University of Padova by April 18th 2022.

If no confirmation is received, the candidate will be removed from the list above and the selection committee may reserve the right to re-evaluate the following eligible candidates (in alphabetical order):

AHMAD Ammar (Pakistan)
BAKLAGINA Daria (Russia)
CHIQUITO RIOS Daniela Maria (Ecuador)
CHUN Sungbae (South Korea)
DEHIWALAGE DONA Prabodhi Preethika (Sri Lanka)
DE SOUSA NADALUTTI Juliana (Portugal)
DOS SANTOS CORREIA Agatha (Brazil)
HANIF Nadia (Indonesia)
LUPOTTI Lucia (USA)
MEIRMAN Nuray (Kazakhstan)
PETKOVIC Kristina (North Macedonia)
PROKHOROVA Sofia (Russia)
RAHMA ARAH Abdulkadir (Nigeria)

The Director of the Galilean School of Higher Education